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ABSTRACT

The pr imary prob lem in la rge vocabu la ry
conversational speech recognition (LVCSR) is po
acoustic-level matching due to large variability i
pronunciations. There is much to explore about t
“quality” of states in an HMM and the inter-
relationships between inter-state and intra-sta
Gaussians used to model speech. Of particular inter
is the variable discriminating power of the individua
states. The fundamental concept addressed in t
paper is to investigate means of exploiting suc
dependencies through model topology optimizatio
based on the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC
and the Minimum Description Length (MDL)
principle.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), due to their flexible
topology and variance modeling properties, provid
the statistical framework for most speech recognitio
research. Recent work suggests that there exists
optimal structure to an HMM which best models th
variability in the speech data [1, 2]. Unfortunately, i
traditional LVCSR systems, the initial model choic
is empirical (e.g. most state-of-the-art systems us
three-state HMM phone model regardless of the tas
— yet it bears a major impact on the ability of th
trained model to fit the training data and generaliz
thereafter.

We conjecture that by effectively exploiting the mode
topology, we can sift out modalities of the data whic
were previously being lumped into states of a
oversimplified model or spread across states of
overly complex model. Lumping such modalitie
together in models often results in a recognitio
system that can use sequences of states and mixt
that never occur in the training data. This leads
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decreased performance, and compromises t
discrimination capability of the model.

In order to test the above hypothesis we ran a series
experiments on a telephone-quality continuou
alphadigit recognition task [3]. Our baseline syste
used syllable models with the number of state
proportional to the average duration of the syllable
the training data and gave a WER of 11.1%. W
followed this by setting an upper bound of 20 on th
number of states in each syllable model, yielding
1% absolute decrease in WER. Motivated by th
paradigm for phone modeling where all models are
a fixed length, we built a system where all syllabl
models were 10 states long. This system, howev
increased the WER to 12.5%. These experimen
demonstrate a strong dependence on the mo
topology and its ability to represent the data
Specifically, in LVCSR, the inherent variability of
speech makes arbitrary definitions of model structu
difficult.

The final choice of the model length in the abov
experiments was, however, still empirical. Choosin
the “best” HMM topology would require knowledge
of the dynamic structure of the data. This is neith
practical nor necessary as there exist efficient da
driven approaches [1, 2] that simultaneously optimiz
model fi t and model complexity. Theoretica
frameworks which have been explored includ
heuristic approaches based on successive st
splitting [1], the Minimum Description Length
(MDL) [4], and the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) [5]. We propose new methods which focus o
systematic optimization of the HMM model topology
based on the use of MDL and BIC. In this paper, w
focus on the specific problem of determining th
optimum number of states in the model, which w
refer to as the model order.
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Selection of
number of states

WER Ins Del Sub

duration / 2 11.1% 0.3% 0.6% 10.2%

upper limit of 20 10.1% 0.6% 1.3% 8.3%

each with 10 12.5% 0.8% 0.6% 11.0%

Table 1: Recognition performance for three syllable
Alphadigit systems using heuristic approaches to model
order determination.
2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

The model order decision criteria used in this stud
BIC and MDL, are loosely based around the sam
principle:when given a choice between models th
model the data “equally well”, choose the one with
the least complexity. This is a particularly attractive
approach when considering speech recognition sin
state-of-the-art systems commonly contain million
of parameters and thus require immense resourc
Both BIC and MDL provide data-driven methods fo
determining the optimal trade-off between mode
complexity and the model’s ability to accuratel
represent the data.

BIC is a likelihood criterion penalized by the mode
complexity, i.e. the number of parameters in th
model. Let be the data set we
are modeling and be the
candidates for the parametric models. Assuming w
maximize the l ike l ihood funct ion
separately for each model , and if is th
number of parameters in the model ; then the BI
criterion is defined as

(1)

The BIC procedure is to choose the model for whic
the BIC criterion is maximized. This can be derive
as a large-sample version of Bayes procedures for
case of independent, identical ly distr ibute
observations and linear models [6]. BIC has bee
widely used for model identification in time serie
and linear regression. Recently, it has found succe
in segmentation of speech data and detection
change in speech characteristics [7].

Bayesian inference based on posterior probabiliti
has an al ternat ive formulat ion in terms o
information-theoretic concepts which is expressed
the MDL principle [4]. The dualism between the two
fo rmu la t ions is use fu l bo th fo r a deepe
understanding of the underlying principles, as we
as for the construction of prior distributions. Th
maximization of the joint likelihood of the data and
the model,

(2)

implicit in Bayesian model inference is equivalent t

X xi i, 1 … N, ,={ }=
M Mi i 1 … K, ,=,{ }=

L X Mi,( )
Mi M i

Mi
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minimizing its counterpart in the log domain,

. (3)

From coding theory, is the least number o
bits required to transmit an instance of the discre
event E and guarantees a minimum average co
length of a representative message. Accordingly, t
terms in the above equation can be interpreted
message or description lengths. is th
description length of the model under the prio
d is t r ibu t ion ; co r responds to a
description of the data X using the model M o
which the number of model parameters is based. T
negative logarithm of the joint probability can
therefore be interpreted as the total descriptio
length of model and data. Thus, inference o
estimation by MDL is equivalent to and a usefu
alternative to conceptualization of posterio
probability maximization [5]

3. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments conducted in this work ar
motivated by encouraging results obtained b
empirically determining a model order based o
durations computed via Viterbi alignments. Al
experiments used the syllable as the basic unit
recognition owing to its longer temporal contex
Results from alphadigit experiments (see Table
clearly show that model topology is an importan
factor in achieving models which best represent t
data and highlight a need for a more principle
approach. We intend start by applying informatio
theoretic model selection techniques to a relative
simple task of alphadigit recognition and the
extending these results to experiments on the mu
more complex Switchboard (SWB) task.

P M X,( )log P M( )log P X M〈 | 〉log+=

P E( )log–

P M( )log–

P X M〈 | 〉log–
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Figure 1. Model order selection scheme.
3.1. Alphadigits

The OGI Alphadigit corpus [8] is a telephone
database collected using a T1 interface with ov
3000 subjects reading a list of either 19 or 2
alphanumeric strings (e.g., “8h a 8 bh”). Its
acoustic properties are similar to the well-know
SWITCHBOARD corpus described below. The 110
unique strings comprising the prompted utteranc
were each six words long, and each list was design
to balance the phonetic context of all word pairs.

Since there had been no published results on t
data, there existed no standard partitioning of th
database for common evaluations. We develop
such a partitioning by splitting the data along gend
lines. In addition we defined a 3000 utteranc
evaluation set from the test data, on which all ou
results are quoted. This test set definition is public
available [9].

3.2. SWITCHBOARD

The SWITCHBOARD Corpus (SWB) [10] is
currently the standard benchmark for telephon
based conversational speech applications. It conta
2430 conversations averaging 6 minutes in lengt
i.e. over 240 hours of recorded speech, and abou
million words of text, spoken by over 500 speake
of both sexes from every major dialect of America
English.

In this work, we are using a new segmentation
SWB [11] which seeks to balance the trade-o
between linguistically and acoustically motivate
segmentations. The new segments ensure am
context for acoustic as well as language modelin
applications. Experiments using this segmentati
have already proven successful . By simpl
reestimating models produced at WS97 [12] on
small subset of the total training set, a 2% absolu
decrease in word-error rate has been achieved.

3.3. Syllable-Based Recognition

While context-dependent (CD) phones have been
dominant method of modeling speech acoustics, t
large number of frequently occurring acousti
pat terns make them a relat ively ineffic ien
decomposit ional unit. A CD phone spans a
extremely short time-interval, and therefore is no
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amenable to integration of spectral and tempor
dependencies. For applications such as SWB, foc
has shifted to a larger acoustic context due to po
performance of phone-based approaches. T
syllable is a particularly appealing acoustic unit du
to its close connection to articulation, its integratio
of some co-articulation phenomena, and its potent
for a compact representation of conversation
speech.

The use of an acoustic unit with a longer duratio
also makes it possible to simultaneously explo
temporal and spectral variat ions. Paramet
trajectories and multi-path HMMs are examples o
techniques that can exploit the longer acoust
context, but have had marginal impact on C
phone-based systems. Our recent experiments w
syllable acoustic models on the SWB corpus sho
performance comparable to CD phone-bas
systems [12].

3.4. Experimental Procedure

For both the Alphadigit and SWB tasks, we propos
the fairly simple iterative model selection schem
shown in Figure 1, similar to the commonly use
flat-start procedure for training HMMs. We use
small portion of the training set to build mode
topologies, beginning with a standard left-to-righ
model topology with the model order proportional t
duration based on a forced alignment. After a sm
number of reestimation passes, we use the mo
topology decision measures to score each mod
based on the likelihoods and model complexity an
adjust the topology accordingly.

When adjusting each model we have three options
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add a state, remove a state, or remove this mo
from further consideration. When adding a state, w
use perturbed Gaussian values for the new sta
When removing a state, we reest imate th
probabilities by assuming that all data mapped to t
deleted state is now represented by its surroundi
states, proportional to the transition probabilities. F
each new configuration of the model, we compu
the likelihood of the data given the new model usin
a recognition run on the segments previously align
with this model. This likelihood is evaluated using
the model selection criteria and the process for ea
model is stopped when a maxima in the mod
complexity score is reached.

4. CONCLUSIONS

While HMMs have gained vast popularity for speec
recognition applications, there is still much to lear
about using them to their fullest potential. We hav
shown through ini t ia l exper imentat ion tha
recognition performance using HMMs is highly
sensitive to the model order used, and thus, w
should further explore methods for choosing a mod
set which best represents the data of intere
However, we must also be cognizant of the resourc
necessary for following an iterative scheme on
dataset of the size of an LVCSR application.

In this work we have presented a method whic
balances these two needs using the well-found
BIC and MDL principles. In future experiments we
plan to examine minimization of global complexity
One might reason that minimization of eac
individual model implies global minimization, but
we believe that interaction between models may ha
a causal effect of one model’s order on the other’s
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